By day, Manhattan's towering skyline looms behind the aircraft carrier Ranger, at anchor in the Hudson for the Fair. The Empire State Building at center above the other skyscrapers.

**UNCORK YOUR CORN**

No need now to use dangerous home paring

Corns are caused by pressure and friction, and home paring can be done safely, simply and easily with Blue Jays Corn Plasters. But now a way to remove corns safely and speedily, - without painful cutting or paring pressure. The special Blue Jay medicated corns that are used relieve corns gently, harmlessly. No corns can be killed right out. They simply by working on the corn itself. Once you have used these, you can prevent new corns.

Removing corns this easy way: Get Blue Jay Corn Plasters today. See to it before you go.

Bauer & Black
BLUE-JAY CORN PLASTERS

Visit Quebec at the World's Fair — Tour 3 or 4 to Rest Below!